
BBT Week 3 
 

Ladies, 
 
Welcome to BBT Week 3! Congratulations… you’re officially ⅙ of the way through the 
program! Can you believe it?? 
 
To give you a little background info on why we’ve trained you as we have til now and then 
where we’re going from here: we started Week 1 with foundational exercises like the 
squat and plank that we’ll be building on throughout the program. These are critical 
movement patterns to learn if you want to get strong and feel athletic.  
 
As you probably noticed, the workouts in Week 1 involved doing an exercise, resting, then 
repeating that exercise for the given number of sets. The purpose was to help you focus 
on form before moving on to Week 2, which as you probably noticed, had elements that 
were faster paced.  
 
In Week 2, we built on foundational movement patterns (the squat, plank, press, etc.) and 
brought in conditioning work. Our conditioning is going to help challenge new systems of 
the body, helping increase your ability to generate power during your workouts. If this is a 
focus for you, fat loss will also happen with conditioning work. 
 
In Week 3, we’re taking Week 2 up a level. Building on your work last week. Take note of 
how each day’s workout compares to last week’s. Do certain exercises feel easier? Are 
you surprised at the fact that you can do more sets/reps? Note the growth… it may just 
feel very cool! 
 
If you haven’t set your goal(s) yet, it’s very important that you do! You’ll make progress no 
matter what during this program, but a goal will make these next weeks that much more 
juicy. It’s also pretty important that you set the right  goal, so before you goal set, read this 
post in the FB group for a process that I use with all my clients to set them on the right 
track. 
 
Can’t wait to hear about your sweat sessions all this week! 
 
-V 
 
  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/134907726981950/permalink/142016449604411/


1A Lower Focus/Strength 
 
Warm Up 
 
Strength: 

1. Squat Variant  – 4 sets of 8 reps @7 
2. Push-Up Variant  – 4 sets of 12 (or 20s hold) 

 
Conditioning: 
*8 rounds for time (quality > all) 

1. Run 400m (¼ mi) at 3% incline (for a low impact option, sub elliptical at Level 5 
resistance or bike at Level 4 resistance) 

2. Rest at a 2:1 rest:work ratio. So if it takes you 30s to complete Round 1, rest a 
minute. Then if it takes you 32 sec to complete Round 2, rest 64 sec. Try to work at 
a speed for Round 1 onwards that you think you can maintain throughout all rounds 
(so, avoid peaking in the first couple rounds then dying off.) 

 
Strength Accessory: 
*4 rounds for quality (minimal rest) 

1. Carry Variant  150 ft @25% of your body weight being carried per  side 
2. Box Step Up  x30 reps 
3. Forearm Plank  x30s 

 
Set a timer and stretch for 10 minutes holding each stretch for 30+ sec. 
  

http://www.valeriebisharat.com/warm-up
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/squat-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/push-up-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/carry-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/box-step-up/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/forearm-plank/


1B Upper Focus/Hypertrophy 
 
Warm Up 
 
Strength: 

1. Press Variant  (everyone will be doing the Beginner movement, the Lying Dumbbell 
Press this week) – 3 sets of 12 reps @8 

2. Dumbbell Row  – 3 sets of 15 reps @8 
 
Strength Endurance: 
*5 rounds for time of: 

1. 100ft Carry Variant  L 
2. Push-Up Variant  x8 reps (15s hold) 
3. 100 ft Carry Variant  R 
4. Hollow Body  15s hold 

 
Set a timer and stretch for 10 minutes holding each stretch for 30+ sec.  

http://www.valeriebisharat.com/warm-up
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/press-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/dumbbell-row/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/carry-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/push-up-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/carry-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/hollow-body/


2A Lower Focus/Hypertrophy 
 
Warm Up 
 
Strength: 

1. Squat Variant  – 4 sets of 12 reps @9 
2. Push-Up Variant  – 4 sets of 15 (or 30s hold) @9 

 
Strength Conditioning: 
*5 rounds for time (quality > all) 

1. Bodyweight Squat  (to box if needed) x 15 
2. Beginner Lunge  x24 reps (12/s) 

 
Strength Accessory: 
*3 rounds for quality (minimal rest) 

1. Carry Variant  100ft 30% of body weight per side 
2. Box Step Up  x30 reps (15/s). If you can do 15 reps per leg i.e. the first round without 

much fatigue, add 5-10 total lbs. And if you completed last week’s version with the 
added weight, replace these box step ups with Beginner Lunges for the same reps. 

3. Forearm Plank  x30s 
4. 400m (¼ mi) run (for a low impact option, sub elliptical at Level 5 Resistance or 

bike at Level 4 resistance) 
 
Set a timer and stretch for 10 minutes holding each stretch for 30+ sec.  

http://www.valeriebisharat.com/warm-up
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/squat-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/push-up-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/squat-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/lunge-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/carry-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/box-step-up/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/forearm-plank/


2B Upper Focus/Strength 
 

Warm Up 
 
Strength: 

1. Press Variant  (everyone will be doing the Beginner movement, the Lying Dumbbell 
Press this week) – 4 sets of 12 reps @8 

2. Dumbbell Row  – 4 sets of 12 reps @8 
 
Strength Endurance: 
*4 rounds for quality (minimal rest) 

1. 50ft Carry Variant  L 30% of body weight per side 
2. Push-Up Variant  x10 reps (25s hold) 
3. 50ft Carry Variant  R 30% of body weight per side 
4. Hollow Body  20s 

 
Set a timer and stretch for 10 minutes holding each stretch for 30+ sec. 

http://www.valeriebisharat.com/warm-up
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/press-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/dumbbell-row/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/carry-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/push-up-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/carry-variants/
http://www.valeriebisharat.com/hollow-body/

